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Figure 2.3
Green streak defining bedding in purple slates of Mettawee Facies, outcrop location
WNW of Mudd Pond (423-5).
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Figure 2.4
F5 fold of interbedded arenites and green slates of Bomoseen Member, strata are upright
here.
0.5 km NNW of Mudd Pond (423-7).
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Figure 2.5
Zion Hill Quartzite with graded bedding (not visible in photo) and load casts. Load casts
form the rounded protrusions on the upper surface in the photo. Thrust surface lies
below hammer and is shown by the black line.
Outcrop forms extensive N-S bluff, NNE of Brandon Mt. Road/Monument Hill Road
intersection.
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Figure 2.6
Zion Hill Quartzite showing lenticular nature of lithology, same location as Fig. 2.5.
Quartzite lies above thrust plane here and shows abundant cross-cutting veining.
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Figure 2.7
Mudd Pond Quartzite showing an F3 (?) fold. Note irregularly-spaced fractures defining
bedding on the limbs.
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Figure 2.8
Mudd Pond Quartzite illustrating typical appearance of bedding and crosscutting
veining, in addition to an interbedded more slaty lithology on the top of the outcrop.
Outcrop lies to NW of Mudd Pond. (423-1A).
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Figure 2.9
Finely-laminated carbonate horizon (Beebe Limestone) visible next to compass, within
the Browns Pond Formation, lying interbedded with black slate.
Outcrop lies in SW corner of study area. (521-2).
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Figure 2.10
Thin, lensing carbonate breccia (Beebe Limestone) interbedded with black slate of
Browns Pond Formation, in same outcrop as previous photo of Fig 2.9. (521-2)
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Figure 2.11
Photo illustrates “Vermont cross-bedding” caused by structural slicing of mesoscopic
folds within the Weybridge member of the Chipman Formation.
Along the Willow Brook School Road. (69-14A)

Figure 2.12
This photo from the same outcrop confirms the origin of the “bedding” within the
Weybridge member. An isoclinally folded calcite vein has been transposed into
parallelism with the dominant layering. (69-14B)
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Figure 2.13
Photo illustrates the typical appearance of the Burchards member showing a spaced
cleavage and a second weaker fabric lying parallel to pen. This is one of the few
outcrops of the crenulation morphology. (614-5).
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Figure 2.14
Outcrop of Beldens member of Chipman Formation showing the pronounced
transposition fabrics prominent throughout the study area. Isolated fold closures and
limbs of a black chert layer form the more resistant protrusions on this outcrop. Outcrop
is found at NE corner of study area in NE cow pasture. No obvious secondary foliations
or related structures are present here. (610-10).
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Figure 2.15
Forbes Hill Conglomerate showing elongate calcareous clasts in black slate matrix.
Outcrop lies within eastern imbricate zone of Forbes Hill in study area.
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Figure 2.16
Forbes Hill lithology showing a small-scale folded arenite lithic fragment which predates the slaty cleavage development in this outcrop. Same outcrop as previous photo.
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Figure 4.1
Soft-sediment deformation (?) on a mesoscopic scale from within Bomoseen member,
demonstrating the ambiguous nature of such deformation. This deformation is very
similar to that seen in Figure 4.26 which shows small-scale slicing of the same lithology.
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Figure 4.2
Hand specimen showing fibrous bedding-parallel veining from Cedar Point Quarry.
Deformation is pre-slaty cleavage which transects the folded calcite and chlorite layers
forming oblique chlorite-rich zones.
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Figure 4.3
Thin section of fibrous pre-slaty cleavage veins in Cedar Point Quarry showing slaty
cleavage transection and truncation/slicing of earlier folding. Note twinning in calcite
grains and stylolitic appearance of chlorite-calcite zone boundaries. Black line lies
parallel to slaty cleavage.
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Figure 4.4
Early cleavage relationships within the core of Ganson Hill syncline. Earliest foliation
lies parallel to lithologic layering/differentiated layering which has been gently folded
(dips from upper left to lower right). Two other cleavages are present (S3 & S5). These
cleavages produce the planar front (S3) and side (S5) of the outcrop.
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Figure 4.6
Same location showing buckled quartz veining lying perpendicular to the early S2
foliation. Crenulation cleavage (S5) lies parallel to pen. A third cleavage (S3) is visible
in this outcrop and produces an oblique fabric from upper right to lower left lying at a
high angle to the S2 cleavage.
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Figure 4.7
Cedar Mountain syncline in Cedar Point Quarry, a D3 generation structure within the
Middle Granville slates, showing the regional slaty cleavage (S3). This is also a location
used for strain analysis of this cleavage.
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Figure 4.9
Photo illustrates the nature of the cleavage in the dolomitic lithologies dominant within
the parautochthon study area. Note that the deformation in this lithology occurs by
brittle fracturing and veining filled by pressure-solved calcite instead of twinning and
other processes that would lead to a planar cleavage fabric.
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Figure 4.10
Hand specimen showing anomalous cleavage fabric lying normal to shear plane. Photo
is taken of block looking east into the thrust plane. The shear plane lies approximately
horizontal in the photograph. Folded fibrous slickenside can be seen on left lower corner
dispelling support for the solution-modified fracture model.
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Figure 4.11
Thin section of S4 discrete crenulation cleavage showing small-scale folding of quartz
veining and earlier slaty cleavage fabric. Section plane is N-S oriented and transport is
top of photo OUT of the page, bottom INTO the page.
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Figure 4.13
Fiber growth pattern in hand sample from fault zone, cut parallel to movement lineation
and normal to shear plane foliation. Note fibrous growth both normal to shear plane and
parallel to slickenside lineation and long dimension of the photo (or transport direction).
It would be interesting to examine whether the fibers growing normal to the fault plane,
now oblique in a sinistral sense, have been rotated into this orientation or grew in this
geometry.
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Figure 4.14
Typical appearance of fibrous quartz slickensides from within a fault zone. Note S4
cleavage in lower right hand corner of photo.
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Figure 4.15
Photo of Brandon Mt. Road thrust showing ramp structure at base of quartzite layer
continuing up slope to west beneath arenites of the Bomoseen member, near tree at
upper right of photo.
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Figure 4.17
Brandon Mt. Road thrust zone on east side of ravine, showing dip of quartzite strata in
hanging wall which are overlain by the dead tree trunk. Thrust ramp continues from
other side of ravine to base of large oak tree in top center of photo. Dips of bedding in
quartzite masses in foreground and those upslope of tree are distinctly different,
allowing recognition of the thrust geometry. Another thrust slice is present to the east on
the top of this hillside, best exposed further to the south.
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Figure 4.18A
F5 fold showing a well-developed crenulation cleavage lying axial planar.
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Figure 4.18B
F5 fold showing variation in crenulation fold geometry. Note axial planar quartz veining
in this outcrop.
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Figure 4.18C
F5 crenulation fold showing variable geometry of these structures.
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Figure 4.18D
F5 fold showing variable geometry within the Allochthon.
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Figure 4.18E
F5 fold showing variable geometry of these structures within the Allochthon.
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Figure 4.19
Pencil structure near Keeler Pond Thrust outcrop along the eastern shore of High Pond.
Pencilling generally lies parallel to F5 fold axes and is caused by the intersection of the
S3 and S5 cleavages.
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Figure 4.20
Fold within Bomoseen member showing axial planar quartz veining. Note that many of
the veins decrease in thickness as the inner arc of the fold is approached.
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Figure 4.21
Crenulation fold near thrust zone showing slickensided shear surface beneath fold. Note
planarity of crenulation development and tightness of fold. The E-W trending (S4)
crenulation fabric can also be seen in this photo lying parallel to the profile plane.
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Figure 4.22
Closeup of same fold showing dominance of buckling behavior within hinge zone of the
early slaty cleavage and a more “zonal” appearance of the crenulation on the limb
regions.
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Figure 4.23
Outcrop-scale structural slicing within the Browns Pond Formation. This thrust
truncates the hinge region of a recumbent F3 fold as steeply dipping bedding can be
seen within the imbricate zone. Outcrop of the Two Bears Thrust.
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Figure 4.24
Closeup of previous photo of meso-structural slicing showing S/C relationships where
cleavage is rotated into parallelism with the shear foliation which lies near horizontal in
the photo. Note the bedding which has been folded in the mid-left area of the photo
about a cleavage of likely S5 generation (?).
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Figure 4.25
Photo of Brandon Mt. Road Thrust zone and small-scale slicing of lithologic layering.
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Figure 4.26
Hand specimen showing structural slicing in the Brandon Mt. Road Thrust zone, from
same outcrop as in previous photo.
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Figure 5.3
XY plane of slaty cleavage showing this plane of the reduction spot. Note the weak
crenulation lineation that can be seen cutting the right block from upper right to lower
left.
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Figure 5.4
XZ plane of reduction spots showing several ellipsoidal spots and several irregular
spheres unsuitable for analysis. Note bedding perpendicular to cleavage as defined by
red layer in purple slate. Also note bedding plane reduction streak caused by diffusion
both along and normal to the bedding plane. The timing of this diffusion could be
synchronous with deformation so that diffusion occurred normal to bedding and along
the dominant anisotropy in the strata (the incipient to well-developed cleavage). Note,
however, how the reduction bodies are concentrated in one “bed” (from edge of glove to
camera lens cap) and are unlikely to have attained their present shape via tectonic or
post-tectonic fluid movement paths. In addition, similar reduction shapes are found
along bedding and as isolated spheres in the Chinle Formation, an undeformed redbed
sequence in north-central New Mexico.
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Figure 5.5A
Outcrop photo showing appearance of buckled quartz vein found normal to the early
slaty cleavage (S2) within the core of the Ganson Hill syncline. Crenulation cleavage
lies parallel to profile plane (S5). Oblique fabric from upper right to lower left is the S3
fabric which lies at a high angle to both the profile plane and the early S2 cleavage.
Outcrop locality 430-7 can be seen on Plate 1.
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Figure 5.11
Differentiated layering and “early” slaty cleavage from the core of the Ganson Hill
syncline. Early cleavage has been crenulated into a zonal morphology and locally a
discrete cleavage with new mica growth is present.
Lithology is the Bomoseen member (?)/Bull Formation. Outcrop locality 430-7A.
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Figure 5.12
Differentiated layering/S2 cleavage, showing cleavage lamellae defined by both discrete,
rusty colored laminae and also by differentiated layers of quartzose and chloritic
material. Note apparent absence of any earlier fabric. A spaced crenulation is suggested
by the fabric element trending from upper right to lower left.
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Figure 5.13
This section shows a strongly crenulated, slaty cleavage fabric. The crenulation varies
from a zonal type in the lower area of the photo into an anastomosing discrete fabric
towards the top. The top area shows a weaker zonal (locally discrete) crenulation
(oriented top left to lower right) of the horizontal crenulation. Most interesting in this
section are the sigmoidal calcareous layers (plucked out at the bottom of the section)
suggesting dextral shear along the cleavage. This can also be seen in the lighter-colored
zones in the center left area. The center left area indicates that the apparent shear is the
result of dissolution along discrete cleavage following an initial buckling which
produced gentle folding of the calcareous layering.
Outcrop lies 1.5 km WNW of High Pond Field Station in Bull formation.
(Outcrop 1021-3)
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Figure 5.14
This section shows a strongly differentiated layering to which the slaty cleavage lies
coplanar in the section. It is transected by a discrete crenulation cleavage, more zonal in
the more pelitic layers, which is beautifully refracted as it enters the distinct layers.
Outcrop is located on steep SE-trending bluff at NE end of study area, close to basal
thrust of the Allochthon and 500 meters NNE of abandoned slate quarry. Outcrop is
located 0.5 km N of large pasture/hay field which lies to NE of the Burden Estate main
house. Lithology is the Browns Pond Formation.
(Outcrop 616-2)
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Figure 5.15
This section shows a slaty cleavage lying parallel to a differentiated layering. This
foliation is transected by a variably oriented discrete crenulation cleavage. Extensive
refraction causes this variability. A subhorizontal crenulation cleavage fabric seems
present but is extensively modified by the dominant discrete foliation. Note the stylolitic
veins lying parallel to the lithologic layering in the photo center. Outcrop is located
[omitted]
(Outcrop 66-3)
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Figure 5.16
This section shows the differentiated appearance of the lithologic layering. Most
important in this section, is the transition from a zonal crenulation cleavage to a discrete
crenulation by dissolution along very small micro-kinks of the early layering. These can
be seen by following a discrete crenulation plane out into the zonal fabric where an
incipient discrete cleavage development can be seen. See Figure 5.15 for location of
outcrop [but there omitted]
(Outcrop 66-3)
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Figure 5.17
An early slaty cleavage, steeply dipping from upper left to lower right, can be seen in
this section. This is transected by the dominant horizontal discrete crenulation fabric in
the lower half of the photo. In the upper region, this is crenulated by a discrete fabric
oriented from left center to upper right. Outcrop is located due east approximately 500
meters from small house with lake to south lying along Ganson Hill Road. Lithology is
the Browns Pond Formation.
(Outcrop 528-3)
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Figure 5.18
This section shows an interbedded arenite-slate with a slaty cleavage present in the slate
and a discontinuous disjunctive cleavage in the arenite. The strong crenulation cleavage
seen nearby is not well-developed in this lithology. The folded arenite layer has the
cleavage axial planar. Outcrop is located at NE corner of High Pond just on the footwall
of the thrust sheet. Lithology is the Browns Pond Formation.
(Outcrop 531-9)
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Figure 5.19
A differentiated layering and slaty cleavage fabric which has been folded around a
variably developed discrete crenulation fabric which shows a strong refraction between
layers. The siltstone (?), more quartzose layering shows a virtual absence of the
crenulation fabric.
For location of outcrop, see Figure 5.16 [which references 5.15, but there omitted].
(Outcrop 66-3)
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Figure 5.20
This section shows a buckled fibrous quartz vein showing a shortening of 35%. This
section also shows some late axial planar dilation as evidenced by fibrous veining. This
extension has been removed from shortening measurements. The slaty cleavage and
bedding can be seen in this photo and are transected by a discrete crenulation which
shows some new mica growth parallel to it. Interestingly, the fibrous veining shows a
distinct asymmetry supported by the fact that folding has not occurred in the bedding.
This suggests that the cleavage did not lie parallel to bedding during the deformation.
Outcrop location described in Figure 5.7.
(Outcrop 67-9)
Deformation sequence in this section:
1) formation of slaty cleavage
2) formation of vein perpendicular to cleavage
3) buckling of vein and development of crenulation cleavage
4) axial planar dilation and formation of extensional veining parallel to the axial plane
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Figure 5.21
This section shows a siltstone layer with euhedral pyrite folded around the discrete
crenulation cleavage. The slaty cleavage lies parallel to the short dimension of the
photo. The euhedral pyrite shows curved pressure shadow fibers suggesting complex
deformation resulting from the multiple deformation history. Outcrop location described
in Figure 5.8.
(Outcrop 522-5)
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Figure 5.22
Buckled vein indicating 22% shortening. Measurement avoided those regions where
pressure solution has obviously thinned the layering. Slaty cleavage lies parallel to the
lithologic layering. The crenulation is of a discrete morphology and lies approximately
axial planar to the folds in the quartz vein. Outcrop location is described in Figure 5.7.
(Outcrop 526-8)
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Figure 5.23
This section shows a rootless sheath fold developed within the chloritic material found
with quartz veining in thrust zones. These chloritic surfaces are shear surfaces as are the
slickensided quartz veining. This section shows only weakly developed fibrous veining
in the upper right corner, while the majority of the quartz is highly granulated.
Outcrop location is 500 meters SW of house and barn built on hill to SW of Mudd Pond.
Outcrop forms a west-facing bluff just to south of gravel driveway. Thust zone is that of
the Two Bears Thrust. Lithology is the Browns Pond Formation.
(Outcrop 522-10)
*** ALL fault rock thin sections have been cut parallel to the quartz slickenside and
chlorite lineation, normal to shear foliation.
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Figure 5.24
This section shows fibrous veining lying subparallel to the shear plane. In the concave
areas along the quartz veining, the crenulation cleavage can be traced out into the more
highly sheared material and the rotation of this crenulation can be used to determine the
shear sense in fault zones. As shown, the shear sense is sinistral. Shear plane is
horizontal in the photo. Outcrop location is 1.5 km north of High Pond and forms a NWSE trending ravine and a break in a NE-trending bluff. Lithology is Bull Formation.
(Outcrop 925-11)
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Figure 5.25
This section shows a complex geometry of shear surfaces and quartz veining. The
section shows a geometry similar to that classically described from within ductile shear
zones. The dominant shear surfaces (“C” equivalents) are horizontal in the photo and the
oblique foliation (“S” equivalents) trend from upper left to lower right. In this
orientation, the shear sense is sinistral. Some brittle behavior is evident from the
microcracking of quartz grains which also show extinction patterns and recrystallization
morphologies indicative of more ductile conditions of deformation.
Outcrop location lies just west of Willow Brook approximately 2 km north of High
Pond. Outcrop forms a NW-SE trending bluff which transects the NNE-trending bluff
along Willow Brook. Lithology is Bull Formation.
(Outcrop 925-4)
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Figure 5.26
This section is enlarged from the lower right corner of the previous photograph. In this
closeup of the shear surfaces, fibrous quartz veins can be seen growing normal to the
“C” shear surfaces. Again the shear sense is sinistral and the dominant shear planes
(“C”) run from upper left to lower right. The “S” planes display a sigmoidal geometry
from top right to lower left.
Same outcrop as previous figure.
(Outcrop 925-4)
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Figure 5.27
This thin section shows the interbedded calcite and mica-opaque layering folded into a
similar geometry and showing a weak grain shape foliation lying axial planar. Note the
stylolitic nature of the mica-opaque layers. Outcrop lies 1.5 km due east of the hunters'
cabin built along the dirt road leading south from Cemetery Road and Parsons School at
north end of study area. Lithology is the Beldens (?) member.
(Outcrop 920-6).

